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WORKSHEET 2 FOR YEAR 4- ENGLISH Solution 

 

My Uncle’s Airplane 

 Questions 

1. Who has a new airplane? 

 My uncle has a new aeroplane. 

2. What are the colours of the airplane? 

 The colours are yellow with blue strips. 

3. What are on the wings of the airplane? 

 It has stars on them. 

4. Who took a trip in the new plane? 

 I took a trip with him in the new plane. 

5. Does the airplane fly high or low? 

 The airplane flies high. 

Write down 3 verbs from the story 

Fly 

Took 

has 

Write down 3 nouns from the story 

plane 

uncle 

Yellow Bird 
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WORKSHEET 2 FOR YEAR 4- MATHEMATICS Solution 

OPERATIONS- MULTIPLICATION BY 10 

EXAMPLE: 2 X 10= 20                                             5  X 10 = 50 

                   12 X  10 = 120                                      15  X 10= 150 

                  120  X 10 = 1200                                 150  X  10 = 1500 

  

MULTIPLY THE FOLLOWING 

4 x 10 =40 

 

14 x 10=140 

 

140 x 10 =1400 

7 x 10 =70 

 

17 x 10 =170 

 

170 x 10 =1700 

8 x 10 =80 

 

18 x 10 =180 

 

28 x 10 =280 

 

38 x 10 =380 

 

48 x 10 =480 

 

58 x 10 =580 

 

68 x 10 =680 

9 x 10 =90 

 

19 x 10 =190 

 

29 x 10 =290 

 

39 x 10 =390 

 

49 x 10 =490 

 

59 x 10 =590 

 

69 x 10 =690 

180 x 10=1800 

 

280 x 10=2800 

 

380 x 10 =3800 

 

480 x 10=4800 

 

190 x 10 = 1900 

 

290 x 10 =2900 

 

390 x 10 =3900 

 

490 x 10 =4900 
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WORKSHEET 2 FOR YEAR 4 – SCIENCE Solution 

Animal behaviour  

 It is the study of everything animals do in their environment. 

 Animal are able to communicate, attract other animals and protect itself through 

signals. 

Some examples are: 

Birds make calls by singing 

Fish raises its fins to frighten enemies. 

Frog makes its body bigger when touched to frighten enemies. 

Dog have strong sense of smell. 

 

ACTIVITY-MATCHING 

LIST A LIST B 

Crab 

 

 

Hard shell claws 

Grasshoppers 

 

 

Legs for hopping 

Cats 

 

 

Legs with soft pads 

Turtle 

 

 

Hard shell, thick skin 

Birds 

 

 

Wings 

Cockroach 

 

 

Feelers 
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WORKSHEET 2 FOR YEAR 4 – HEALTHY LIVING Solution 

UNIT 6: THE HUMAN DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 

 

Activity 

1. What is the function of the following organs: 

a. mouth- partly breaks down food through the process of chewing and the chemical 

action called enzymes. 

b. stomach- churns up food and bathes it in a very strong acid. 

 

2. How can you look after your digestive system? 

Limit foods that are high in fat. 

 

3. Why should you drink plenty of water? 

Water helps in digestion and it also helps to avoid constipation. 

 

4. Name some physical activities that you can do to help your digestive system 

1. Jogging 

2. Swimming 

3. Hiking 

( many More) 
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Activity 

1. Vocabs: Write with three different colours. 

       Xahr      xhr           xhr           xhr       

   raSta     raSta           raSta          raSta     

   puStk    puStk          puStk         puStk       

   klm     klm          klm          klm 

   pa#xala  pa#xala        pa#xala       pa#xala 
2. Fill in the blanks. Use the vocabs on top. 

a. mW' xhr jana cahtI h\U - 

b. merI puStk %o g¡ hW - 

c. mere pas puStk hW pr klm nhI' - 

d. raSta de% kr par krna caihE - 

e. pa#xala bNd hW - 

 

3. Write a similar word. 

SkUl - pa#xala     raSta -       .ojn - %ana      iktab - puStk              

  
4. Complete these. Example: (Answer may vary) 

a. mere pas   mo$r nhI' hW -                                                      

b. mera `r   pas m'e hW - 
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SUBJECT : VOSA VAKAVITI                                                                                                   KALASI : 4 

STRAND : 1 Wilivola                                                                                                                     

SUB STRAND :  1.1 Wilivola kei na volavola 

Ulutaga : Ko Qurai 

Wilika na italanoa ka sauma na taro  

Sauma na taro koto oqori e ra. 

1. Ko Qurai e sa yabaki  TINIKARUA 

2. E vuli tiko ena koronivuli ni TIKINA 

3. Na cava na balebale ni “ vaka na vudi kasiraki” ?  

GONE DAU VAKAROROGO, GONE VINAKA 

4. Vola na veibasai ni “maqosa” DUKALEVU \ SAKUCA 

5. Vola erua na vuna era dau taleitaki koya kina ko ira na nona i tokani ? 

GONE DAU ITOVO VINAKA , MAQOSA NA KEAN IRAIRAI.  
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SOCIAL STUDIES WORKSHEET 2 FOR YEAR 4 - SOLUTION 

Cultural Events Celebrated in Our Communities  

a. WEDDINGS 

 I Taukei wedding                                                                                 Hindu Wedding 

                                                 

 

Wedding is celebrated by relatives and friends to mark the coming together of a man 

and a woman as husband and wife. Different cultures celebrate their weddings in their 

own ways. It is a time of joy and celebrations between the bride and the bridegroom’s 
family. In some cultures, wedding ceremonies are celebrated during the whole week 

before the actual wedding takes place.  

 

1. Do you like attending wedding ceremonies?  

(Depends on their feelings) 

2. When did you last attend a wedding?  

(Answer will vary depending on when they did attend the last wedding but it must 

have been before the Pandemic)  

3. Who all took part in the celebration?  

( answer will vary) Parents, relatives and friends  

4. List some activities that took place at the wedding celebration.  

(Answer will vary depending on which type of wedding they attended) 

5. Which part of the celebration did you enjoy the most?  

( answer will vary depending on the part they enjoyed the most.) 


